CHECKLIST

Contract cost management solution for small and medium sized contractors

Are You Managing
Your Construction
Finances Accurately?
Controlling, managing and making the best of a construction or contracting
business is no easy task. With regulation, budget and resource constraints,
as well as unexpected twists and turns and constant pressure to maintain
a technical and strategic edge, itʼs a job fraught with difﬁculties.
This checklist will show you how modern construction accounting software tools
are proving crucial in financial management for businesses, and allow you to
see if your software is up to the job. So ask yourself:
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How accurate is my estimating?
Construction projects are notoriously complex; everything can
change at any given moment, from the price of materials to the
availability of labour. If your estimating isn’t well-informed and
accurate, alterations to a project can lead to delays. In a market
as tight as construction, expenses control is crucial to defining
whether a project makes a profit or a loss.

Am I achieving ROI currently
and consistently?
Without accurate data recording, a huge range of variables
can affect a project’s cash flow. Mistakes are common in long,
complicated projects, but if a change to an order isn’t recorded,
if available cash is overestimated or if the company is simply
spending too much without realising it, money quickly disappears.

Modern construction accounting
software uniﬁes information in one,
streamlined system that is fast and
simple for anyone in the company
to use, any time, in any way.
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Are my projects delivered on time
and on budget?
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Am I storing up problems for the future?

If information is unclear, departments are disjointed and
uncommunicative, or company heads lack visibility across the
company’s finances and data, mistakes can happen. Only when
data is accurate, up-to-date and delivered without delay, and easy
to access for all who need it, can it be genuinely useful; when it’s
not, a project quickly disintegrates.

A lot of time gets wasted bringing separate departments’ ‘data
islands’ up to speed particularly between commercial and finance
teams, so it’s essential to minimise time lost correcting facts,
figures and stats. Ensuring all information is shared with all parties
streamlines meetings, minimises disagreements and considerably
improves productivity.

By uniting departments, communication is improved; by combining
data, visibility is improved; and by taking the guesswork out of
forecasting and estimating, your business’ profitability is improved.
Most modern software doesn’t require expensive outlay, it can be
easily integrated into your existing system, either upgrading or
altering, to ensure your construction accounting software meets
your needs.

To ﬁnd out more about Eque2’s construction management, accounting
and other software go to www.eque2.co.uk

